INTRODUCTION
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, let ww xx k x , . . . , x s O O be the ring of formal power series over k, and let w x Exhaustive historical remarks can be found in 2 .
Remarkable progress has been made by van den Essen and Levelt w x 3 , who classified simple D D -modules including the case of irregular 1 singularity.
In this paper we investigate and completely classify the finite length Ž . equivalently holonomic D D -modules. In particular we prove that every 1 such module is uniserial and either homogeneous or with alternating composition factors. By using the Morita duality we show that the same is true for D D -modules supported on a curve. Bearing this picture in mind we produce a classification of indecomposable pure-injective modules over D D similarly to that over integers, sepa-1 rating them into ''prufer,'' ''adic,'' and ''rationals.'' For instance, thë Cantor᎐Bendixson rank of the Ziegler spectrum over D D is equal to 2 and 1 there is no superdecomposable pure-injective module. Another similarity we show to the abelian groups is that the category of finite length modules over D D admits almost split sequences with at most two terms in the 1 middle. We also prove that there exists a duality between categories of right and left finite length D D -modules. 
BASIC NOTIONS AND FACTS
All the notions from ring and module theory used in the paper are quite w x standard. For rings and modules of differential operators we follow 2 . For
For the basic notions in the model theory of modules the reader is w x referred to 7 . In particular a monomorphism of right modules M ª N is called pure, if for every left module K, the induced morphism M m K ª N m K is mono. A module is called pure-injecti¨e if it is injective with Ž . respect to pure monomorphisms. A positi¨e᎐primiti¨e formula pp-formula Ž .
x in one free variable for modules over a ring R is an existentially
where A is an n = m matrix over R and b g R. In particular, for i < a, b g R we obtain a di¨isibility formula a x and an annihilator formula Ž . xb s 0. Every pp-formula x defines in a module M a pp-subgroup 
; hence R is a left and right principal ideal domain. So, every simple module over R is Ž . w x of the form RrbR for an irreducible polynomial b Y g R. In fact, by 3 , there is such a b of arbitrarily large degree, and it is possible to choose b of a very nice form. For b s Y we obtain the trivial module K s RrYR, where an R-module structure on K is given by
The following is a rephrasing of the classification of simple D D-modules w x from 3 . 
where aЈ is the usual derivative by Y, and we put a Ž0. s a, 0!s 1. For Ž .
Ž . ² < instance M a s RraR is simple and M a is the module x , x x a s 0,
uniserial R-module of length k q 1 whose composition factors are isomorphic to RraR; Ž . 2 every indecomposable finite length module over R is isomorphic Ž . to M a for some k and an irreducible a g R.
, the result will follow by induction.
Ž . Similarly, letting the latter Hom be nonzero, we find 0 / m g M a k with mx s 0. But x is invertible in K; hence m s 0, a contradiction.
LEMMA 3.2. E¨ery finitely presented module o¨er D D is a direct summand of a direct sum of modules D Dra D D, a g D D. In particular, e¨ery indecomposable finite length module o¨er D D is a direct summand of a module
Proof. Since D D is a hereditary simple noetherian domain, D D is a w x Dedekind prime ring. Now it suffices to apply 10, Corollaries 2.11, 2.14 . 
Now the result follows by easy induction.
The following proposition describes the Ext-graph for simples over D D. Fig. 1 . In the rest of the paper ''word'' means a finite word consisting of alternating letters x and Ѩ. For instance xx is not a word. 
Ž .
Step 2. T M is a direct summand of every finite length module M over D D.
Indeed by what we just proved K s MrT M is a module of the form
. As above, using heredity, we obtain Ext K, T M s 0, which is the desired result.
Step N with nx s n , . . . , n g N. So M is generated by 1 m Ž . N j n with the relation nx s n , . . . , n .
m
If n s 0 for some i, then M is decomposable and the result follows.
i Similarly if n g N x, say n s kx, then replacing n by n y k, we obtain
zero on the ith position, which yields the desired result. Otherwise n f N x for every i; hence, by Lemma 3.5, w s Ѩ w X . Since
Replacing n by nЈ s n y k y иии yk we get nЈ x s i.e., w s w h for every i G 2. Then we choose a new basis ␣
COROLLARY 3.7. The category of finite length modules o¨er D D is a direct sum of infinitely many uniserial categories of global dimension one.
Now the following can be easily proved using induction on the length w x similarly to 9, Corollary 4.15 . 
Proof. Let M be an indecomposable finite length D D-module. Ž . If Soc M is a nontrivial simple R-module, then the conclusion follows w x Ž . from 9, Proposition 3.8 . Otherwise M s M w and let h: M ª N be a nonsplit morphism, where we may assume that N is indecomposable; Ž . hence N s M w for some word w . If h is not mono then h clearly 1 1 Ž . Ž . factors through the projection : M w ª M wЈ , hence through f. So we Ž . may assume that h is mono, hence h 1 s n / 0. Let the first letter of w Ž . be Ѩ. If n g Nx, then choose m g N such that mx s n and put u 1 s m.
Ž . Clearly, u defines a homomorphism from M xw to N and h factors Ž . Ž . through the embedding M w ª M aw .
X

Ž .
Otherwise n f Nx, hence w s Ѩ w . We prove that n g ann wЈ q Nx, Ž . multiplication by a and let p w be an epimorphism M w ª M wЈ , w x where w s wЈb. Similarly to 11, pp. 117᎐118 one can prove that the Ž . category of morphisms between M w 's is k-linear; i.e., every morphism is Ž . written uniquely as a linear combination of products of some p w 's Ž . followed by i w 's. Now the duality can be defined so that the image of Ž . Ž . p w is a left monomorphism i wЈ for a suitable word wЈ and similarly for Ž . i w .
PURE-INJECTIVE MODULES
In this section we classify indecomposable pure-injective modules over a
Ž . For a simple R-module RraR, M a will denote the direct limit of the 
